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TEAM ASSESSMENT

Respond “yes” or “no” to each statement below as you reflect on your contributions to your
most recent weekly PLT meeting.

____   We are united and clear on what our top priority is (also called a thematic goal/rally cry).
____   We spent quality time (more than just a quick prayer) in prayer and/or faith conversation.
____   We revolved most of our conversation around how to move our top priority and defining  
             objectives forward.
____   We were disciplined in designating strategic conversations to a different time instead of 
             letting them take us off track.
____   We decided on clear commitments that everyone is bought into.
____   We made commitments related to personal growth and not only tasks or things to do. 
             (Task commitment: “We will pray a weekly holy hour as a team.” Personal Growth 
             Commitment: “I will be more proactive in seeking the prayer needs of PLT members.”)

Respond “yes” or “no” to each statement below as you reflect on your team’s effectiveness in
your most recent weekly PLT meeting.

Weekly PLT Meetings Evaluation

____  TRUST I was ready and willing to be vulnerable. When needed, I was open
about my failures, weaknesses, and fears.

Reflect on the impact of your results. Then, make one personal behavioral commitment to
contribute to more effective weekly PLT meetings in the future. Share with your team and
invite accountability.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Discuss your results as a team. Then, choose one of these areas to improve upon in your next
team meeting and hold each other accountable to it.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

TEAM ASSESSMENT 

____  CONFLICT I didn’t hold back my thoughts and opinions around ideas, issues, and
decisions.

____  CONFLICT I inquired into the thoughts and opinions of others. I mined for conflict.

____  COMMITMENT I pushed for clarity and closure on commitments. 

____  COMMITMENT I am bought-in to all commitments that the team decided on.

____  ACCOUNTABILITY I confronted difficult issues.

____  RESULTS I focused on team goals and outcomes over personal goals and 
outcomes.


